Vocabulary Themes
Here are some of the basic items presented in the show “Alice in Wonderland”.

“Alice In Wonderland”
ACTIVE VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES (production):
Questions to be answered: How are you? Do you speak English? What’s your
name? What’s the time? What can we do? Why?
Questions to ask: Where are you?
Commands: Come here! Go away! Jump! Rub your eyes! Yawn! Go to sleep!
Subject + comparative: You’re bigger; You’re smaller
Degree (too): You’re too big!
Animals: rabbit, mouse, cat
Colours: red, yellow
Miscellaneous: a giant!
Asking about ability: Can you jump? Can you talk? Can you sing? Can you be
nervous? Are you intelligent? Are you crazy?
Expressing Ability: We can talk; We can sing.
Personal information: I’m (+ adjective)
Short answers: Yes, I can; No, I can’t.
STRUCTURES AND VOCABULARY THAT WE PRESENT FOR
RECOGNITION:
QUESTIONS:
Pronouns: you, me, she, he, they
Possessive Adjectives: your, my, his, her, their
Verbs: read, write, sit, jump, eat, drink, fan, fall, open, taste, drop
Verb + object: drink me; drink it; taste it
Prepositions: in front of, behind,

Giving directions: Go left; go right, go up, go down, etc.
Verb Tenses:
Present Continuous: I’m / You’re sitting down; I’m / you’re reading a book…
Miscellaneous Objects: clock, fan, boy, girl, paintbrush, flower, bottle, door,
garden, chair
Drinks (liquids): water, milk, medicine, poison, orange juice, tea
Body parts: head, face
Adjectives: big, small, little, strange, ugly, mad, sleepy, crazy
Professions: gardener, queen, hatter
Expressing dislikes: I don’t like books.
Expressing likes: I love stories.
Desires: I want to go home.
Polite expressions: Oh, how nice!
Miscellaneous Expressions: Off with your head! Eliminated!
Game: Musical chairs
SYNOPSIS:
Alice likes a white rabbit. She chases him and falls down a rabbit hole. There
she finds a little door leading to Wonderland. But Alice is too big to go through
the door. She has a drink and gets bigger. Then she fans herself and gets
smaller. Now she can go through the door.
On the other side of the door she finds some singing flowers. They are
being painted yellow by a gardener who looks like a card. They teach Alice a
song.
The queen of hearts comes. She only likes red. Alice thinks this is all
very strange. The queen wants to cut Alice’s head off. Alice has to run away.
Then Alice meets a strange cat. A cat with a big smile that loses its head.
They sing “Hello, goodbye”.
Finally, the Mad Hatter comes along. He invites Alice to his party. The
rabbit and the mouse are there too. They play musical chairs, but Alice wants to
go home. Time for another crazy song.

